ABSTRACT
Nucleic Acids Research
accessible by direct telephone connection or through the TYMNET communications network, which al30 permits international access. All NBRF programs are written in VAX Fortran-11, a superset of Fortran-77. The system also includes FASTP, a protein database searching program, developed by William Pearson of the University of Virginia and David Lipman at the NIH (1); this program is written in the C computer language. All NBRF programs and databases of the PIR system are in the public domain and are available on magnetic tape. They are distributed either on a VAX-labeled tape or on a nonlabeled tape for non-VAX computer systems. The software, however, is designed specifically for VAX/VMS systems and requires considerable modification to run on other computer systems.
THE PIR ON-LINE SYSTEM
The Protein Sequence Query (PSQ) Program and the Nucleic Acid Query (NAQ) Program, the main retrieval programs of the NBRF Protein and Nucleic Acid Sequence Databases, formed the core programs for the development of the PIR on-line system. These programs were initially developed to aid our scientists in the maintenance of the databases; they provide very rapid access to the database information and, with the addition of several sequence manipulation routines, serve as extremely powerful research tools. Entries may be located and retrieved by entry title, biological source, taxonomic classification, keyword phrases and other text material, author name, Journal or other reference citation, and by sequence length, molecular weight, and amino acid composition. The subset of the database thus located can be saved, and all of the display and sequence manipulation routines can be made to operate on this subset or 'current list.' These programs also contain routines to search for open reading frames, to translate and back-translate nucleotide and protein sequences, to 3plice and edit sequences, to compute codon U3age, to compute amino acid and nucleotide frequency tables, and to search for restriction enzyme cut sites in nucleotide and back-tran3lated protein sequences. The sequence searching routines of these programs are described below. The PIR programs are designed so that information can conveniently be exchanged between them. The programs can directly read sequences from any of the databases and also access sequences in user-owned file3. Facilities are provided that allow the user to create and/or modify sequence file3 easily and that allow files to be transferred to and from the PIR computer. 
